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Sing, dance, act! Make new friends, and build your confidence.

Have fun and experience the magic of theatre!

Our Summer Theatre Workshops and Camps offer students a safe, educational and fun alternative to sitting in front of the TV or with a babysitter. There is something for everyone at MPA this summer! Our summer programs offer theatre training by professional theatre instructors. Slots are limited so please register early. Visit our website for more information. Early bird discounts through May 15th.

3+ WEEKS (120+ hours)
Ages 8-20
July 5-28
$800 after May 15th

2 WEEKS LARP CAMP
Ages 11-18
August 5-16
$300 after May 15th

1 Week Half Day Camps!

1 week each, Monday–Friday
Morning (9am–12pm) & Afternoon (1pm–4pm)
$150 per student

“Make ‘em Laugh” Morning Acting Camp (Ages 5-12) June 24-28
Explore the art of comedy and clowning, play a wide range of zany drama games. Learn and rehearse special clown activities that will be performed at the end-of-camp showcase (Friday at 11:45am). Join us and take an instant vacation.

Beg. & Int. Afternoon Dance Camp (Ages 5-18) June 24-28
Improve technique by rotating through a full afternoon of dance including jazz, ballet, hip hop, tap and more! Broken up into beginning and intermediate groups depending on level. Dance shoes are not required but recommended for beginners.

Harry Potter Acting Camp, AM & PM (Ages 8-18) Aug 5-9 & 12-16
Explore the magical world of acting by creating scenes inspired by J.K. Rowling’s hit book series “Harry Potter”. Camp also includes quidditch and crafts. The week will end with a final quidditch match and scene presentations for family.

Show Choir Camp Morning & Afternoon (Ages 6-18) Aug 19-23
Love to sing, dance and act? Join Show Choir Camp! Music rehearsals, vocal coaching, and choreography combine to prepare for two exciting final performances on Friday, August 23rd and Saturday, August 24th.

Metropolitan Performing Arts Academy
905 NE 68th St #D Vancouver, WA (360) 975-1585

www.MetropolitanPerformingArts.org scholarships available - call for more info!
Honk! JR.

Book and Lyrics by Anthony Drewe
Music by George Stiles

Honk! JR. is presented through special arrangement with Music Theatre International (MTI). All authorized performance materials are also supplied by MTI. www.MTIShows.com

THERE IS NO VIDEO RECORDING AUTHORIZED FOR THIS PERFORMANCE. RECORDING IS STRICTLY PROHIBITED UNDER FEDERAL COPYRIGHT LAW.
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Shop Amazon Smile & Support Metropolitan Performing Arts!
1. Go to smile.amazon.com. Search to make Metropolitan Performing Arts your Amazon Smile Partner. If you already have an Amazon account, sign in, and it will prompt you to select your charity.
2. Search for "Metropolitan Performing Arts"
3. Confirm your selection. That's it! Simply make purchases through smile.amazon.com, and MPA will benefit every time you shop. Don't forget to tell your family and friends too!
Note from Executive Director

Barbara Richardson

"Honk! What's that?" is the question I've received most often when telling people about this show. In short, it's a musical re-telling of Hans Christian Anderson's story of "The Ugly Duckling." At first glance, the story of the ugly duckling is about being the odd one out. Life can be difficult when you are labeled as "different." Much like Ugly in this musical, everyone at some point is labeled as different. Even if we are the most well-liked person, we are still different from something else. However, this musical is not just about the idea of being different. The story of Ugly in this musical is about growing up. It's about coming into yourself. It's about finding a sense of security in your own skin. Yes, we can all be labeled as different, but life will give us new opportunities to show us that we can find an inner strength.

In this musical, you will see Ugly grow up. You will see Ugly learn everything for the first time: how to talk, how to swim, and the meaning of the word different. Even more so, you will see Ugly reach out. You will see him lead. You will see him be brave. And by the end of the play, you will see Ugly make decisions for himself. It's my hope that you will see yourself in Ugly's journey. From feeling lost, to enjoying a good game of hide and seek, to meeting your first crush. Ugly's journey is the journey of all of us. For we as humans are truly never fully grown up until we fully come to accept ourselves inside and out, good traits for bad traits, warts and all!

I would like to thank the incredibly hardworking artistic team, designers, parents and volunteers who have put their blood, sweat and tears into making this production possible. As you can see, we are in a new location! What you may not know is that we just got the keys to this building as of June 1st. Volunteers have been working around the clock to make the space performance ready. We still have a LOT to do in order to officially "raise the curtain" for the new Metropolitan Performing Arts Theatre. Walls need to be painted, curtains need to be purchased and hung, lighting equipment purchased and installed, the drop ceiling raised, dance flooring purchased, walls put up and so much more. We are currently raising the funds to make all of this possible. Please consider making a monetary donation to help us turn this space into something that can be used not just by MPA, but the entire SW Washington community. Please invite your friends, colleagues, neighbors and barista to get involved with MPA. Sign up for our newsletter to stay up to date with auditions, shows, classes and volunteer opportunities. If you have any questions, please see me after the show. I would love to discuss how you can get involved in our growing arts organization. Now sit back, relax and enjoy the show!

We are deeply grateful to our sponsors who help make our programs possible for these kids!

GREG WILLIAMS DENTAL

Special thanks to

Carrie Blodgett  Mark Martin  Ross Ashdown  Heath Hefley
Journey Theater Arts  Bill Niemeyer  Kristi Crusen  Kristi Stroud

We are deeply grateful to our sponsors who help make our programs possible for these kids!

Riverview Community Bank

Northwestern Mutual  Grant Timperley

Financial Representative
granttimperley.mm.com
- Scenes & Musical Numbers -

SCENE 1
THE BARNYARD ON A SUMMER’S DAY
"A Poultry Tale".................................................................................................................................Drake, Ida, Maureen, Barnyard Ensemble

IDA’S NEST
"The Joy of Motherhood".................................................................................................................................Ida, Maureen
"Different (Pre-Reprise)".................................................................................................................................Ida

THE WATER
"Hold Your Head Up High".................................................................................................................................Ida, Ugly, Fish Dancers

THE BARNYARD
"Look at Him"..............................................................................................................................................Ducklings, Ida, Drake, Ugly, Cat, Henrietta, Maureen, Grace, Turkey, Barnyard Ensemble
"Different"..............................................................................................................................................................Ugly

SCENE 2
THE CAT’S SHACK
"Play with Your Food"...........................................................................................................................................Cat, Ugly

SCENE 3
THE BARNYARD
"Every Tear A Mother Cries"..............................................................................................................................Ida

SCENE 4
IN A DITCH OF CATTAILS
"The Wild Goose Chase"......................................................................................................................................Greylag, Dot, Goose Squadron, Ugly, Cat

SCENE 5
THE BARNYARD IN THE FALL
"The Joy of Motherhood (Reprise Part 1 & 2) "................................................................................................................Drake

- 10 Minute Intermission -

SCENE 6
AN OPEN FIELD
"Warts and All".................................................................................................................................................Bullfrog, Froglets, Ugly

SCENE 7
IN THE SNOW
"The Blizzard"....................................................................................................................................................Full Company
"Transformation"...................................................................................................................................................Ida, Ugly, Full Company

SCENE 8
THE BARNYARD IN THE SPRING
"Look At Him Reprise".........................................................................................................................................Full Company
"Warts and All Reprise".........................................................................................................................................Full Company

Aidan,
We love you and are so proud of you!

Love, Mom, Dad, Penelope & Oscar
- CAST OF CHARACTERS -

UGLY .................................................................Kirstin Walla
IDA .................................................................Naomi Hanson
DRAKE .............................................................Aidan Hefely
THE CAT ............................................................Lennox Blodgett
BEAKY .............................................................Alex Cusack
FLUFFY ..............................................................Rebecca Riedel
BILLY ...............................................................Alan O’Donnell
DOWNY .............................................................Tessa Niemeyer
MAUREEN ..........................................................Lili Ireland
THE TURKEY ......................................................Madeleine Riedel
HENRIETTA .........................................................Devon Fender
GRELAG ..............................................................Falcon Allen
DOT .................................................................Lily Walsh
PENNY ...............................................................Megan Connelly
GRACE ..............................................................Hannah Flynn
JAYBIRD ..............................................................Ginny Lindberg

BARNACLES/SNOWY/BEWICK ...........................................Alisa Doria
BULLFROG ............................................................Annabelle Behrems
FATHER SWAN ......................................................Devon Fender
MOTHER SWAN .....................................................Kaylee Richman
FARMER ...............................................................Falcon Allen
BARNYARD DANCERS ..............................................Lili Ireland, Hannah Flynn, Lily Walsh
Naomi Hanson, Ginny Lindberg, Devon Fender, Falcon Allen
GOOSE SQUAD ......................................................Lili Ireland, Madeleine Riedel
Devon Fender, Annabelle Behrens, Lily Walsh, Alisa Doria
Hannah Flynn, Kaylee Richman
FISH DANCERS .....................................................Lili Ireland, Devon Fender
Ginny Lindberg, Megan Connelly, Falcon Allen, Lily Walsh
FROGLETTS .........................................................Alex Cusack, Rebecca Riedel
Alan O’Donnell, Tessa Niemeyer, Lily Walsh, Falcon Allen
BLIZZARD DANCERS ..............................................Ginny Lindberg, Aidan Hefely, Lili Ireland
Alisa Doria, Hannah Flynn, Madeleine Riedel, Devon Fender

MADELEINE AND REBECCA
Break a leg, but not each other’s. Love Mama & Da

TESSA
"Isn’t it obvious?” Tessa Rocks! Love, Mom & Dad
MEET THE CAST

AIDAN HEFELY
Drake
Is 10 years old and attends Eisenhower Elementary. This is his ninth show with MPa. Favorite past shows include Spamalot KIDS, Beauty and the Beast Jr, Aladdin Jr and Willy Wonka Jr. “Metro is my life.” Aidan would like to thank his mom, dad and everyone who has helped him be here. He hopes you enjoy the show! Mic drop.

ALAN O’DONNELL
Billy, Froglet
Is excited to be in his first MTP show! Broadway Jr credits include The Phantom Tollbooth, Town of Gruff, Where the Wild Things Are, Sherlock Holmes: Brothers in Crime and Peter Pan and Annabelle. Alan would like to thank Mr. Will for being the reason he kept going after he started.

ALEX CUSACK
Beaky, Froglet
Is 10 years old and attends Salmon Creek Elementary. Favorite MPA shows include 101 Dalmatians KIDS, Annie Jr, Snow White, Phantom Tollbooth TYA, Madeline’s Christmas, Dear Edwina Jr and Junie B Jones. She would like to thank her parents for helping her with everything she does at Metro and in life. “Enjoy the show and get Subway!”

ALISA DOLIA
Barnacles, Beawick, Goose Squad
Is 11 years old. This is Alisa’s third show with MPA and fifth show total. Previous MPT credits are Junie B Jones in Jingle Bells Batman Smells and Spamalot KIDS. Alisa would like to thank her dad for letting her participate. She hopes you enjoy the show! Honk!

ANNABELLE BEHRAMS
Bullfrog, Goose Squad
Is 13 years old and just moved here from San Francisco. This is her first MPT show! Annabelle really enjoys singing and acting. She would like to thank her dad, mom and brother. “Thanks for coming to the show!”

ANNABELLE BEHRAMS
Bullfrog, Goose Squad
Is 13 years old and has been doing Metro since he was 5 years old. Favorite past shows include Winnie the Pooh Kids, Annie Jr, Wizard of Oz, The Hobbit and Elf Jr. He hopes you enjoy the show and get Subway!

ALEX CUSACK
Beaky, Froglet
Is 10 years old and attends Salmon Creek Elementary. Favorite MPA shows include 101 Dalmatians KIDS, Annie Jr, Snow White, Phantom Tollbooth TYA, Madeline’s Christmas, Dear Edwina Jr and Junie B Jones. She would like to thank her parents for helping her with everything she does at Metro and in life. “Enjoy the show and get Subway!”

ALISA DOLIA
Barnacles, Beawick, Goose Squad
Is 11 years old. This is Alisa’s third show with MPA and fifth show total. Previous MPT credits are Junie B Jones in Jingle Bells Batman Smells and Spamalot KIDS. Alisa would like to thank her dad for letting her participate. She hopes you enjoy the show! Honk!

HANNAH FLYNN
Grace, Blizzard Dancer, Goose Squad
This is her third show with MPA! Past credits include Spamalot and Junie B Jones. Other credits are Alice in Wonderland Jr, Seussical the Musical, Oklahoma, Grease, West Side Story and more. Hannah would like to thank Barbara for making this so special, and her teachers and friends for making her so happy. “I love MPA!”

KAYLEE RICHMAN
Mother Swan, Goose Squad
Is 12 years old and attends Alki Middle School. Kaylee loves being part of her first MTP show and is excited to do more. Kaylee would like to thank Naomi and Lily W. for welcoming her to Metro, and the whole Honk team for a fun experience.

KIRSTIN WALLA
Ugly
Is 13 years old and attends VSAA. Previous MPT credits include Spamalot KIDS, Seussical Jr, The Little Mermaid Jr, The Wizard of Oz and so many more! Kirstin is so excited to have her first lead! She would like to thank everyone who is helping with the show — you are amazing! Be different and don’t change for anyone. Honk!

LENNOX BLODGETT
Cat
Is 12 years old and attends Gaiser Middle School. This is their 7th show with MPA. Their first show was Snow White and some of their most favorite credits include Spamalot and Elf Jr. “I would love to thank all the team on tech, costumes and green room helpers. I hope everyone enjoys the show!”
LILI IRELAND

Maureen, Fish Dancer, Blizzard Dancer, Goose Squad
15 years old and attends Camas High School. This is her first MTP show! Other credits include Mermaid (MPA), Hunchback (CHS), Seussical (CHS), Little Shop of Horrors (CHS), Alice in Wonderland (CHS). She would like to thank Metro for being so nice for her first time, first show and she loves the show because of the small people in the cast.

LILY WALSH

Dot, Fish Dancer, Froglet
14 years old and attends Camas High School. This is her second show with MPA. Her first show was Willy Wonka Jr. Favorite roles include Alice in Alice in Wonderland and Baby Kangaroo in Seussical Jr. She would like to thank everyone who has been supportive throughout this show.

MADELEINE RIEDEL

Turkey, Blizzard Dancer, Goose Squad
12 years old and this is her second show with MPA, but first show on stage! Madeleine was assistant stage manager for Spamalot KIDS. She would like to thank her parents for their support and driving her to rehearsals and everyone at Metro too!

MEGAN CONNELLY

Penny, Fish Dancer
13 years old and attends Thomas Jefferson Middle School. Favorite MPT shows include Elf Jr, Madeline’s Christmas and Spamalot. She would like to thank the directors and her family for being so supportive. “I hope you enjoy the show!”

NAOMI HANSON

Ida
16 years old and attends Cedar Tree. Previous MPT credits include Spamalot KIDS, The Effect of Gamma Rays on Man in the Moon Marigolds, Annie and more! She would like to thank Metro and her family. “I love theater and hope you enjoy the show!”

REBECCA RIEDEL

Fluffy, Froglet
11 years old. This is her fourth MTP show! Previous credits include Willy Wonka Jr, Junie B Jones and Spamalot. She would like to thank her mom and dad for driving her and paying for her classes. “Thank you for coming to our show. Get Subway!”

TESSA NIEMEYER

Downy, Froglet
10 years old and attends Felida Elementary. Past MPA credits include Madeline’s Christmas, Junie B Jones, Dear Edwina, Elf Jr and Annie Jr. “Come and see the off–Broadway class in our Star Wars showcase June 14th”. She would like to thank her dad for doing sound and her mom.

FLORA WEHDE

Assistant Costume Designer
12 years old and this is her second year with MPA. This is the first show that Flora has done costumes and she loves it. As a performer with MPA: Spamalot, Junie B. Jones, Willy Wonka, Dear Edwina, Aladdin. Flora is grateful for her MPA family.

--- MEET THE CAST ---

STAR WARS

Off Broadway Class

Friday, June 14th at 6:30pm
FREE CLASS SHOWCASE!
6403 E. Mill Plain Blvd
Vancouver, WA 98661

SUPPORT METRO AND REACH MORE CUSTOMERS

Here!

1/8 Page $40.00
1/4 Page $80.00
1/2 Page $150.00
Full Page $250.00

YOUR AD

MPAA
MEET THE CREATIVE TEAM

MARK MARTIN (DIRECTOR & SET DESIGNER)

‘Thanks to MPA for giving me this opportunity, it’s been wonderful to work with this team and these students.’ This is Mark’s third year as MPA’s Set Design/Concept Rendering position. His previous shows at MPA include Spamalot, Elf the Musical Jr, The Effect of Gamma Rays on Man in the Moon Marigolds, The Hobbit, Madeline’s Christmas, Dear Edwina Jr and Junie B in Jingle Bells Batman Smells. He would like to thank his wife and family for supporting this artistic outlet, as well as Barbara and the whole MPA family of students and parents.

KRIS HELLER (MUSIC DIRECTOR)

Kris is delighted to be music directing for Metropolitan Performing Arts. She has been involved both on and off stage since her debut as Mrs. Clause in 2nd grade. She caught the theatre bug and decided to make it her career. She received her BAC in Theater Arts from BGSU. She moved from Ohio to Chicago, IL and began working in various theaters across the city. She was also Artistic Director of the theater company ‘Ink & Pulp’. In 2009, she moved to Portland, OR to pursue her Master in Theatre, graduating in 2011. Kristin has apprenticed under world renowned directors such as Tito Capobianco, David Edwards and Elizabeth Bachman. She has worked as Acting, Dance, and Directing faculty for Young Artist Opera Programs around the world and at various Arts Academies in the area. Her next projects with MPA includes Director for ‘The Taming of the Shrew’ a touring, outdoor Shakespeare production for Vancouver, WA and the surrounding area.

MEGAN SMITH (CHOREOGRAPHER)

Megan Smith graduated from Central Washington University with a BFA in Musical Theatre Cum Laude, was immediately hired upon graduation as the resident choreographer and dance instructor for their BFA Musical Theatre program. She works as a professional choreographer, performer and teaching artist across the Northwest. Megan has since worked with Seattle and Oregon Children’s Theatre, Coeur d’Alene Summer Theatre, Leavenworth Summer Theatre, Village Theatre KIDSTAGE, The Broadway Rose Theatre Company, and Walt Disney World.

ELTON RAE FRICE (CHOREOGRAPHER)

Elton started with MPA 10 years ago when they first opened and her first show was Bye Bye Birdie. Since then she has played various roles in Gypsy, My Son Pinnichio, Anything Goes, Les Miserables, Meet me in St Louis, Legally Blonde, and Chicago. She feels blessed to have gotten the opportunity to come back to Metro and help choreograph Honk! Jr.

LAURA HANKINS (STAGE MANAGER & PROPS DESIGNER)

Laura started her journey into theatre in high school with her first role being Ship Captain in the Twelfth Night. Since then she has gone on to have various roles on and off the stage. Some of her credits include Zerbanetta in the Bellingham Theatre Guild’s performance of Scapino!, Stage Manager for Westerns First Person: Diverse Student Stories, Master Electrician for the Western Summer Theatre (2018), and Assistant Lighting Designer for Secret Garden in WST (2017). Laura Hankins is a recent graduate of Western Washington University with a BA in Theatre. This is her second show with MPA. You can catch Laura on stage in MPA’s Shakespeare in the Park show “Taming of the Shrew.”

JAMES PEARSON (LIGHTING DESIGNER)

James is so excited to be working with MPA. He is an Army Reservist, barista, and talented musician. He would like to thank Barbara for this opportunity, and you, for supporting this organization.

KATIE COLE (COSTUME DESIGNER)

This is Katie’s second venture into costuming, and she is excited to be doing it with MPA and Honk! A Vancouver/Portland native, Katie grew up around theater. She has performed with local groups including NWCT, Lakewood, and Journey Theater. A recent addition to MPA, Katie has enjoyed getting back around theater and teaching. Her mother designed costumes for Journey and Katie loved getting to be behind the scenes’ making things from dwarf’s hats for Snow White, to Fish hats for Honk. Costuming is a blast for Katie as she gets to use all of the knowledge she’s picked up through her life as an artist and crafter. Thank you to Barbara for giving me this opportunity and to all the volunteers and helpers who made this show happen.

BILL NIEMEYER (SOUND ENGINEER)

This is Bill’s fifth production as sound and board operator for MPA. For the last 10 years he has provided A/V to various non-profits and churches. Shout out to his daughter Tessa, who is in the show!
We love you and are very proud of you!
Mom & Dad
Welcome to the new home of Metropolitan Performing Arts! Raising the curtain on our new stage isn’t going to be easy. We are up to the challenge and need your help! Since 2016, our enrollment has increased by 40%. We now offer over 30 classes, 15 camps, private lessons, 4 main stage shows, 3 free community shows, school outreach, as well as free summer Shakespeare in the park, and partnerships with Re-Imagined Radio Project, KXRW Vancouver, My Family Guide Vancouver, The Kiggins Theater and more! Your donation will help us fulfill our vision to create the kind of performance venue that will be an asset to our community. Monies raised will provide funds for moving expenses, stage equipment such as risers, chairs, theatrical lighting, stage curtains and rigging, flooring, paint and more! Support Metropolitan Performing Arts by donating at the level of your choice. A donation of any amount is always appreciated.

All donations are tax deductible.

$25–There’s No Place Like Home!
This level helps fund general operating expenses.

$50–Turn on the Lights!
This level helps fund relocation expenses.

$100–Have a Seat!
This level helps fund one chair with name plaque for our new black box theater.

$250–Take a Good Look!
This level helps fund theater lights, the lighting cue program and the computer that runs it.

$500–Raise the Roof!
This level helps fund remodeling costs of removing the drop ceiling and putting in proper electrics for stage lighting.

$1,000–Raise the Curtain!
This level helps fund curtain rigging and black curtains in our new black box theater.

$5,000–Gotta Dance!
This level helps fund the dance floor in our mtheater and dance studio.

$25,000–Your Name in Lights!
Be the season sponsor with your name in lights on our new marquis and marketing materials all year long.
It's the MPA 5th Annual Rummage Sale!

JUNE 14TH & 15TH 9AM-2PM

905 NE 68TH ST # D VANCOUVER, WA

All funds raised will go towards our Angel Scholarship fund to help kids experience the arts who wouldn't otherwise be able to afford it.

DONATIONS WILL BE ACCEPTED ON THE FOLLOWING DATES
*Please already price the items you donate
Thursday, June 13th - 9:00am-11:00am & 4:00pm-8:00pm
Friday, June 14th - 7:00am-8:00am

METROPOLITAN PERFORMING ARTS IS PARTING WITH SOME FABULOUS COSTUMES AND GIVING YOU FIRST DIBS ON HUNDREDS OF UNIQUE PIECES, INCLUDING HATS, SHOES, VINTAGE CLOTHING, ADULT AND CHILDREN'S COSTUMES, AND MORE!

JUNE 14TH 9AM-2PM
JUNE 15TH 9AM-2PM